Do you have to have danced before ..?
No. Absolutely not - the movement is for everyone.
It doesn't matter what it looks like, only how you FEEL.
What do I wear..?
Whatever you feel comfortable in. I love to wear shoes on my feet
for support.
Usually I wear tights or shorts. Sometimes we dress up.
What do I bring…?
Water and a Yoga mat for our warm up and cool down.
AND your sweet self!
What does class consist of..?
Open Movement is a 90min class. We start with a check in & begin
with breath and Yoga warm up to get us in the body & feeling safe,
grounded & connected.
Then we move into the MOVEMENT + MUSIC section: intentional
songs and moves to open up the body & UNLOCK the joy.
There is a combo of FREE MOVEMENT + MOVES.
I’ll teach you the moves. They are simple, and FUN!
We may work on a routine and progress from week to week.
I like to cheer, clap and sing along - up to you if you want to join in!
We close with a cool down & guided relaxation - so we can really
go home and sleep well & let the nervous system reset!

Sometimes we have THEME weeks.
I always share what I am inspired by, whether that be music, a
story or something that has brought me JOY in the week OR
something that needs UNPACKING.
It's an INTENTIONAL Movement + Music Practice.
We Move to FEEL & Move to HEAL. Everything is Welcome.
What’s it cost..?
You can BOOK a casual class for $20
But I highly recommend booking a BLOCK - this way you’ll
develop your confidence with the movement and LEARN the
simple CHOREE along the way.
When is it…?
Tues 7.30-9pm @ WPAS, 14 Featherstone Dr, Woolgoolga
How to Book ..?
rebeccarosssacredbiz.com/aom
Call Bec 0408363169
OR DM through the socials.

